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The present book discusses concepts such as the  
consciousness of space and place in Iranian architec-
ture; internal elements and the entirety of Iranian 
architectural wisdom; space, light, and ornamentation 
in architectural aesthetics.

Historical Consciousness of Iranian 
Architecture

Author: Seyed Moosa Dibaj

Publisher: Daftare 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)

ISBN: 978-964-379-372-2

280 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.

The origin, meanings, and some applications of the 
word “khaneh” (house/home); Persian idioms and 
proverbs regarding the house; traditions of house  
design and settlement in Persian introverted houses 
are among the subjects covered in the book.

Old Grecian philosophers studied the connection 
between philosophy and geometry and they believed 
that the architects should be knowledgeable in both 
of these fields in order to design a desired building. 
Islamic philosophers thought so and believed that 
architecture is a matter of expression. So the author 
explains the theoretical basics of architecture.

House in Iranian Culture (Concepts and 
some Applications)

Philosophy, Geometry and Architecture
Author: Dr Hassan Bolkhari 
Ghahi
Publisher: Tehran University 
(press.ent@ut.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-03-7046-9

228 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.

Author:
Hossein Soltanzadeh 

Publisher: 
Daftare Pajooheshhaye 
Farhangi
(lahze1386@gmail.com)

ISBN: 978-964-379-392-0

144 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.
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Author: Dr Parvin Bahmani

Publisher: Fakhrakia 
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Before sitting in the center of the page and attract the 
attention of the enthusiasts, the ornaments of  
illumination (gilding; tazhib) were used on the  
margins, between the lines, as well as on the  
shamseh-s, toranj-es, epigraphs,…  and inscriptions, 
as the foundation of book ornamentation. Although 
some of the works of the previous centuries show that 
gilding is not related to calligraphy and miniature,  
knowledge about illumination has always been  
developed through these arts.  This book, as one of 
the first scholastic books in this field, deals with the 
history of gilding, the relevant motifs and their  
diversities apart from calligraphy and miniature. 
Being adopted from the world's famous collections, 
the figures of the book properly show the course of 
changes and developments. The book includes a CD 
that is provided with tools to magnify all the figures 
and show them with a high resolution.

Illumination in Iran: A Short History , 
Designs and Terminology

Author: Maryam Keshmiri

Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)

ISBN: 978-600-02-0423-5

356 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.
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in historical objects design of Iran, not only there was 
the symmetric movements, But also there are 
important that all designs showing the same lifestyle. 
"for each nation is required to last recalled. 
Strengthening national and patriotic spirit of the past 
because it stimulates deep in the hearts of people". 
Our 
modern lifestyle of our ancestors lived for many years. 
They have a culture that resulted in the present life 
is not escape from it. Understanding the historical 
evolution of society will benefit for the creation of this 
culture.
Civilization as well as a qualitative and quantitative 
changes in human life that has been called. and In the 
life of common people with the opportunity to relate 
the emergence and persistence and has evolved. All of 
the signs and historical material and spiritual lives of 
people in particular times and places are included.
Iran's cultural and social structures in objects design 
of all history are the goal of this research. the culture 
on design issues that directly affect the household 
utensils are used. Such as subsistence, used products, 
and fruits, different kinds of food and drink and 
general eating and drinking customs . In this case, 
Objects and accessories that people use in everyday 
life,  it is important in life and their culture research. 
They can be found on the lifestyle of people. In this 
study it is shown that the lifestyle and customs of 
Iranians, many years ago has not changed much since. 
This reflects the continued strength of cultural and 
magnificent Persian culture.

Iranian Islamic Art
Author: Dr Parvin Bahmani

Publisher: Fakhrakia 
(info@fakhrakia.com)

ISBN: 978-964-589-393-2

216 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.
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Publisher: Pars University
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Theoretical Foundations of Operations 
Research

Author:
Mohammadreza Mehrgan- 
Mahnaz Hosseinzadeh

Publisher:
Ketabe Daneshgahi 
(ketabedaneshgahi@gmail.
com)
ISBN: 978-600-510-786-9

482 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.

The world is the one you want it to be, and you will think 
it and charm it. The decision and the action of man are 
closed to his kind of look and thought. The book seeks to 
illustrate the effect of the thought in practice on decision 
making from the perspective of the research, and  
emphasizes that what human is human is its thought and 
choice. Thinking is not a sufficient condition for being; I 
am because I decide.
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Bridges are the most important architecture elements in 
the society. The long history of Iran is full of 
masterpieces of architecture. These master pieces 
include a considerable number of bridges and hydraulic 
structures.
This book called " Bridges and Hydraulic Structures of 
Iran " has been written to introduce the brilliant works 
by Iranian in this area in different province throughout 
the country. This book is a first volume of a series, in 
which the bridges and hydraulic structures of Iran are 
described. In the first volume bridges and hydraulics of 
Khoozestan province have been introduced.
The authors of the book are Prof. Mahmood Golabchi and 
Masoomeh Hajizadeh. The book has received a number 
of awards because of extended subjects, magnificent text 
and excellent figures. The book consists of an  
introduction, seven chapters, appendices, bibliography, 
references and index.
The book is about 700 pages and had been published by 
Pars University Press in Tehran the titles of chapters are 
as follows:
Chapter 1: Water, Philosophy of Creation
Chapter 2: Hydraulic Structure
Chapter 3: Construction and Material
Chapter 4: Khoozestan Province
Chapter 5: History and Geography of Khoozestan
Chapter 6: Khoozestan Water Resources
Chapter 7: Hydraulic Structure of Khoozestan Cities 
Including 22 Sections.

Bridges and Hydraulic Structures Iran 
First volume: Khoozestan

Author: 
Professor Mahmood 
Golabchi- Mohandes 
Masoumeh Hajizadeh

Publisher:
Pars University 
(info@parsuniversity.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-589-393-2

590 pages | 16.5 * 23  
hardcover
All rights available.
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Crystallography is one of the most beautiful applied 
sciences with a combination of mathematics,  
geometry and physics. The basis of many new  
technology forms, including nanotechnology and 
biotechnology and cognitive sciences is knowing  
materials structure, through x-ray. In this book, in a 
fluent and expressive language, crystallography  
principles are explained. Variant examples and  
exercises help reach a deeper understanding of this 
science and obtaining skills. A collection of colored 
photos and different educational techniques lead to a 
better visualization of symmetry and material  
structure. In a separate chapter, there is an  
explanation of identification of nanostructures by 
x-ray, which can help nanotechnology researchers and 
specialists.                

Crystallography
Author:
Mohammadbagher Fathi
Publisher:
Ketabe Daneshgahi 
(ketabedaneshgahi@gmail.
com)
ISBN: 978-600-5107-80-7

328 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.

Region is a dynamic concept that is defined by wants of 
political power owners. This book considers the  
regional issues in Persian gulf. These issues are  
connected to the interests of political actors in middle 
east and can affect security and stability of this region.

Regional Studies: Persian Gulf
Author: Bahador Zarei

Publisher:
Tehran University 
(press.ent@ut.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-03-6875-6

622 pages | 16.5 * 23  
papercover
All rights available.
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History

The study about the events of the contemporary histo-
ry or the study of what has happened for the Muslim 
community of Iran in the past can be considered as 
an effective means to know the present generation in 
particular and to know the future ones in this land.

     The book “The Ominous Shadow”, the memoirs of 
a Baha’i woman who has turned to Islam, is one of 
these means. The author explains clearly in the book 
her reason for being a Muslim. Construing mentally 
influenced by the adventures happened due to living 
with Baha’is, the author criticizes their behaviors and 
rituals and writes about their hegemonism in the cult.

     The author scrutinizes the issue of educating spies, 
and taking care of each other in the organization and 
being distrustful towards each other. The publicity 
of lie and perverseness among the Baha’ism heads, 
the movement and the compulsory living even in 
determining the place of living, the method of electing 
mates and divorce are of the issues pointed out by the 
author. She deems the organizational behavior as an 
effective means in forming these issues.

     The book “The Ominous Shadow” is the narration 
of the life events of a person who has spent the best 
years of her lifetime and youth exploited by the most 
antihuman political organization called Baha’ism. “The 
ominous shadow” has presented the bitter realities 
in which the most primitive human rights have been 
stampeded and ignored. The reader becomes famil-
iar with Baha’i lives after the victory of the Islamic 
Revolution. The Baha’is who have devoted their life 
for Baha’ism organization unwillingly and they deign 
their owners’ tyranny and treason

The Ominous Shadow
Author: Mahnaz Raoufi -
Ali Asghar Emdadizadehn

Publisher:
Rooz Andish 
(roozbook578@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-600-6633-75-6

272 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.
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The book at hand discusses the formation of a notion 
known as Iranshahr, the homeland to Iranian people 
and their values and ideals. The reasons for the  
durability and dynamism of this concept over time, as 
well as the administrative and intellectual systems of 
Iran through history have been discussed and general 
terms and concepts regarding Iranshahr notion are 
described.

Iranshahr: The Explanation Course 
of the Iranshahr Political Thought 
(Ancient Iran) 

Author: Mohammadreza 
Koohkan
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-419-4

126 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

The book covers the presence of the Kassites in  
central Zagros; their rule over the ancient  
Mesopotamia; Kardoniash and Near Eastern powers; as 
well as the artistic achievements of the Kassites. 

The Kassites in Iran
Author: Amir Alinia
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-396-8

140 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

Painting in ancient Iran, the Islamic period, and the 
transition era; artistic schools in the Mongolian and 
Timurid eras; new Iranian painting in comparison to 
Western styles; constitutionalism and modernism in 
Iranian painting; color and brush in Persian painting 
are the subjects covered in this book. 

Painting in Iran
Author: Seyed Mohammad 
Omid Roushenas

Publisher:
Daftare Pajooheshhaye 
Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-346-3

120 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.
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Iran at the dawn of the industrial age; the history of 
industry in Iran from the Safavid era to the victory of 
constitutionalism; the Qajar era reforms and the role 
of Amir Kabir; Iran and modernism; Human resources 
and industrial guilds; industry and the environment; 
culture and industry are the subjects discussed in this 
book.

The book at hand presents a history of travel in Iran; 
mythological origins, and the viewpoints of Sufis, 
mystics and literary figures on traveling are discussed; 
and the evolution of roads, resorts, accommodations 
and transportation are covered in this book. Certain 
experiences of travel writers in Iran are also included. 

Being the outcome of the author's long years of study, 
this book deals with the following subjects: The local 
historiography in Iran during the Islamic Period (Until 
7th Hijri Century/13th Western Century); introduction 
of the factors that have caused and continued this style 
of historiography; its stages of growth and prosperity; 
and its types and phases as well. Researches show that 
local historiography in Iran has been emerged since the 
2nd Hijri Century/8th Western Century, and despite 
the common assumptions, politics and establishment 
of local governments in different parts of Iran had no 
important role in its emergence. This kind of  
historiography lasted until 7th Hijri Century in two 
branches: 1) local histories; 2) local biographies.

Analytical History of Industry in Iran

A Glance at Travel in Iran

Local Historiography in Iran During the 
Islamic Period (Until 7th Century)

Author: Mohsen Ghane 
Basiri
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-370-8

488 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Maryam Navi
Publisher: Daftare  
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-403-3

152 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: 
Dr abdolrahim Ghanavat
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-298-047-2

434 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Iranian Toughs
Author: Mohammad Mashhadi Noosh Abadi
Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi

ISBN: 978-964-379-359-3
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Khotan and Khotanese Language
Author: Majid Tameh

Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-396-8
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Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
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Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-407-1
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Author: Naser Takmil Homayoun

Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-341-8

The Story of Tehran
Author: Seyed Mohammad Beheshti

Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-386-9
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Author: Ali Golshan

Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-161-2
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Author: Peyman Fiuzat

Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
ISBN: 978-964-379-399-9
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Publisher: Daftare Pajooheshhaye Farhangi
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Functional Arts of the Islamic Period
Author: Dr Seyed Rasoul Mousavi Hajeb-

 Maziar Nikbar
Publisher: Samt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0059-6

29

The Ancient City of Bishapur
Author: Ali Akbar Sarafraz- 
Ahmad Chaychi Amirkhiz-

Mohammad Reza Saeidi
Publisher: Samt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0045-9

29

An Introduction to the Ancient Inscriptions 
and Languages

Author: Rasoul Bashash Kanzegh
Publisher: Samt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0044-2

Median Archaeology
Author: Kazem Mollazadeh

Publisher: Samt
ISBN: 978-964-530-997-6 

Sassanian Rock Reliefs
Author: Dr Seyed Rasoul Mousavi Haji-

 Ali Akbar Sarafraz
Publisher: Ssmt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0403-7

The Islamic Coins of Iran : From the 
Beginning to the Rise of the Seljuqs

Author: Dr Hassan Rezaei Baghbidi
Publisher: Samt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0055-8

Sociology of Ethnicities
Author: Javad Safi Nejad

Publisher: Samt
ISBN:  978-600-02-0294-1

Persian Gulf Archaeology in Parthian and
 Sasanian Periods

Author: Dr Alireza Khosrozadeh
Publisher: Samt

ISBN: 978-600-02-0400-6
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The Prehistory of Images : 
An Archaeological Introduction to 

Emergence and Development of Visual Representation
Author: Dr Vahid Asgarpour

Publisher: Samt
ISBN: 978-600-02-0335-1

Policy Making of Power Structure in Iran
Author: Dr Abbas Mosalla Nejad

Publisher: Tehran University
ISBN: 978-964-03-6523-6

Typology of Iranian Languages ( Volume 1) 
Author: Dr Mohammad Dabir Moghaddam

Publisher: Samt
ISBN: 978-964-530-887-0

33
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Typology of Iranian Languages (volume 2)
Author: Dr Mohammad Dabir Moghaddam

Publisher: Samt
ISBN: 978-964-530-886-3
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This book is about the “tugh”, an element of religious 
mourning ceremonies, its typology, structures, and 
meanings.

Iranian Toughs
Author: Mohammad 
Mashhadi Noosh Abadi

Publisher:Daftare 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)

ISBN: 978-964-379-359-3

106 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

Khotanese is an eastern middle Iranian language 
which used to be spoken in the kingdom of Khotan 
prior to the arrival of Islam in early 11th century. The 
present book consists of four chapters on Khotan in 
ancient times as well as the Islamic era, Khotanese 
language, its grammar and literature.  

Khotan and Khotanese Language
Author: Majid Tameh

Publisher: Daftare 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)

ISBN: 978-964-379-396-8

134 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

This book covers the history of bread, its formation 
process, the variety of breads in Iran, and bread in  
Persian Literature, language, and folklore.

The book discusses archaeological excavations and 
findings in Teppeh Hassanlu, including  archeological 
objects such as metalwork, ivory, seals and the famous 
golden bowl of Hassanlu.   

Bread and Bakery in Iran 

Hasanlu Ancient Teppeh

Author: Mostafa Pezeshki
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-397-5

136 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Amir Sadegh 
Naghshineh
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-407-1

106 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.
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The book presents information on the Jewish quarter 
of Tehran; the Jewish population and their professions; 
the Jewish society of Tehran in the Qajar era; their reli-
gion and culture; and the situation of the Jewish quar-
ter in the post-constitutionalism Tehran.

This book is about the situation of Tehran in Iran and 
the world;its nature; its urbanization process; its past 
and its future.

This book is about the situation of Tehran in Iran and 
the world;its nature; its urbanization process; its past 
and its future.

This book is about the history, geography, climate and 
fauna of Tehran; how it became the capital of Iran; the 
look of old Tehran and its means of transportation; 
leisure times and entertainment in Tehran; its adminis-
tration and major challenges. (for young adults)

The Jewish Quarter of Tehran

The Story of Tehran

Iranian Ethnicities: the Turkmen 

Our City Tehran

Author: Naser Takmil         
Homayoun
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-341-8

132 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Seyed Mohammad 
Beheshti
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-386-9

83 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Ali Golshan
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-161-2

48 pages | 20 * 20
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Peyman Fiuzat
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-399-9

72 pages | 20 * 20 
papercover
All rights available.
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The present book discusses hospitality in Iranian his-
tory, religion, folklore, language & architecture. Some 
memories of Iranian guides about foreign tourists in 
Iran are also included. 

Iranian Hospitality 
Author: Lida Alinejad Salim
Publisher: Daftare                 
Pajooheshhaye Farhangi 
(lahze1386@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-964-379-404-0

172 pages | 16.5 * 23
papercover
All rights available.

Throughout history, coin has carried the burden of 
its main duty to facilitate trade, as well as a means 
of propaganda for regimes. Numismatics is a science 
that can help scientists understand historical events 
and reflect different dimensions of a society’s social, 
economical, religious, cultural and artistic status in 
different historical periods. Studying coins will benefit 
greatly scholars in different domains such as histo-
ry, archaeology, paleography, linguistics, metallurgy, 
textual criticism, theology, political sciences, economy 
and art. The study of weight units and scales historical 
evolution is closely interconnected to numismatics.

Functional Arts of the Islamic Period
Author: Dr Seyed Rasoul 
Mousavi Hajeb- Maziar 
Nikbar

Publisher:Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)

ISBN: 978-600-02-0059-6

236 pages | 16.5 * 23
papercover
All rights available.

The ancient city of Bishapur has an important role in 
archaeological studies of Iran on the Sassanid era and 
has traditionally attracted the attention of archaeolo-
gists and Orientalists in the world. The present book is 
actually an attempt to gain more knowledge about the 
hidden angles of this place and has been written on the 
basis of the researches of Iranian archaeologists and 
from a critical and analytical approach.

The Ancient City of Bishapur
Author: Ali Akbar Sarafraz- 
Ahmad Chaychi Amirkhiz- 
Mohammad Reza Saeidi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0045-9

324 pages | 16.5 * 23
papercover
All rights available.
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What is inscription? What is the origin of inscription? 
Where is the source of inscriptions according to stories, 
narratives, and religious beliefs? How, and in what ar-
rangement and sequence have the existing prehistoric 
documents, i. e. images, symbols, and writing signs of 
the different parts of the world led to the development 
of inscription? What is the role of inscription in the 
formation and productivity of the civil discourse of the 
civilization-founder human? These are the points and 
discussions that the author has argued as an introduc-
tion to the ancient inscriptions and languages.

This book deals with the important, effective, and the 
early era of the culture and civilization of the Irani-
an-language people in Median period. The Medes were 
the first Iranian-language people that paved the way 
for the establishment of the Achaemenid Empire by the 
formation of a government. They also had a key role in 
the fall of the Assyrian Empire, and in the trans-region-
al level too, they caused many deep influences. While 
briefly introducing the Median tribes and the existing 
sources and data, and along trying to explain the critical 
ambiguities about the political structure and historical 
geography of this government, the author - through 
the chapters of the book – introduces the Median 
settlements and the discovered objects attributed to 
them, and by new scientific approaches introduces the 
historical settlements within and outside Iran's politi-
cal borders, and puts the discovered artifacts and data 
under analysis and date-assignment.

An Introduction to the Ancient 
Inscriptions and Languages

Median Archaeology

Author: Rasoul Bashash 
Kanzegh
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0044-2

158 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Kazem Mollazadeh
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-530-997-6

488 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Up to now several archaeologists, including Western 
archaeologists, have tried to analyze the Sassanian 
rock reliefs and gained brilliant results as well. But, re-
garding the importance, authenticity and role of these 
precious works in clarifying the hidden aspects of 
Sassanid history and civilization, the studies are still 
being continued and expanded in accordance with the 
scientific and technological progresses. The authors 
have tried to pave the way for the Iranian students 
and researchers through putting more highlight on 
these rock reliefs.

Sassanian Rock Reliefs
Author: Dr Seyed Rasoul 
Mousavi Haji- Ali Akbar 
Sarafraz

Publisher:Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)

ISBN: 978-600-02-0403-7

302 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Throughout history, coin has carried the burden of its 
main duty to facilitate trade, as well as a means of pro-
paganda for regimes. Numismatics is a science that can 
help scientists understand historical events and reflect 
different dimensions of a society’s social, economical, 
religious, cultural and artistic status in different histor-
ical periods. Studying coins will benefit greatly schol-
ars in different domains such as history, archaeology, 
paleography, linguistics, metallurgy, textual criticism, 
theology, political sciences, economy and art. The study 
of weight units and scales historical evolution is closely 
interconnected to numismatics.

The Islamic Coins of Iran: From the 
Beginning to the Rise of the Seljuqs

Author: Dr Hassan Rezaei 
Baghbidi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0055-8

758 pages | 21 * 28 
papercover
All rights available.
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The development of the Iran's nomadic society can be 
divided into three phases: pre-land-reform; post-land-
reform phase; and during the Islamic Revolution. Being 
the result of long years of the author's research, this 
book studies in detail the ancient traditional system 
(the pre-land-reform phase) since many of the rules 
and rituals of this phase are being demolished.

This book deals with the important, effective, and the 
early era of the culture and civilization of the Irani-
an-language people in Median period. The Medes were 
the first Iranian-language people that paved the way 
for the establishment of the Achaemenid Empire by the 
formation of a government. They also had a key role in 
the fall of the Assyrian Empire, and in the trans-region-
al level too, they caused many deep influences. While 
briefly introducing the Median tribes and the existing 
sources and data, and along trying to explain the critical 
ambiguities about the political structure and historical 
geography of this government, the author - through 
the chapters of the book – introduces the Median 
settlements and the discovered objects attributed to 
them, and by new scientific approaches introduces the 
historical settlements within and outside Iran's politi-
cal borders, and puts the discovered artifacts and data 
under analysis and date-assignment.

Sociology of Ethnicities

Persian Gulf Archaeology in Parthian 
and Sasanian Periods

Author: Javad Safi Nejad
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0294-1

352 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: Dr Alireza 
Khosrozadeh
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0400-6

368 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Up to now several archaeologists, including Western 
archaeologists, have tried to analyze the Sassanian 
rock reliefs and gained brilliant results as well. But, re-
garding the importance, authenticity and role of these 
precious works in clarifying the hidden aspects of 
Sassanid history and civilization, the studies are still 
being continued and expanded in accordance with the 
scientific and technological progresses. The authors 
have tried to pave the way for the Iranian students 
and researchers through putting more highlight on 
these rock reliefs.

The Prehistory of Images:
An Archaeological Introduction 
to Emergence and Development 
of Visual Representation

Author: Dr Vahid Asgarpour

Publisher:Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)

ISBN: 978-600-02-0335-1

388 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Power Structure of Iran has been considered in this 
book in order to propose a political model to describe 
how the political decisions are being made. Author 
stated that general concepts about the culture should 
be studied to recognize the efficiency of social and 
economical factors in political issues and he believes 
that the complicatedness of culture in Iran, had make 
it difficult to understand the essence of power.

Policy Making of Power 
Structure in Iran

Author: 
Dr Abbas Mosalla Nejad

Publisher:Tehran University 
(press.ent@ut.ac.ir)

ISBN: 978-964-03-6523-6

448 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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The volume provides a detailed analysis of a range 
of Iranian languages from a typological perspective, 
concentrating on phenomena that have been interest to 
linguistic typology, and thus placing the Iranian  
languages within the overall schema of  
cross-linguistic variation. Two typological parameters 
are chosen for detailed cross-linguistic discussion, 
namely word order and ergativity, for both of which 
Iranian languages provide important material that has 
only too often been neglected in the past. For instance, 
Persian is verb-final in the sense that in neutral word 
order the verb occurs at the end of its clause, but in 
terms of most other parameters Persian shows  
values diametrically opposed that one would expect 
in a verb-final language, such as prepositions rather 
than postpositions and the possessor after rather than 
before its possessum. Other Iranian languages provide 
interesting variations on this theme and thus provide  
crucial input into discussions of word order typology. 
With regard to ergativity, Iranian languages show a 
wide range of variation from languages with  
widespread ergativity (treatment of the patient, rather 
than the agent, of a transitive verb like the single  
argument of an intransitive verb) to languages like  
Persian that have lost virtually all traces of the  
phenomenon. Intermediate stages are often  
typologically highly unusual, such as systems where 
the same marking is used for both transitive agent and 
patient but a different marking is used for the single 
intransitive argument, a pattern that poses problems 
for many accounts of ergativity.

In sum, this volume bridges the gap between linguistic 
typology, Iranian languages, and the Persian-speaking 
linguistic readership. It is an important and timely 
work whose publication will be warmly welcomed.

Typology of Iranian Languages 
( Volume 1)

Author: Dr Mohammad 
Dabir Moghaddam
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-530-887-0

692 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Typology of Iranian Languages 
(volume 2)

Author: Dr Mohammad  
Dabir Moghaddam
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-530-886-3

580 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

The volume provides a detailed analysis of a range 
of Iranian languages from a typological perspective, 
concentrating on phenomena that have been interest to 
linguistic typology, and thus placing the Iranian  
languages within the overall schema of  
cross-linguistic variation. Two typological parameters 
are chosen for detailed cross-linguistic discussion, 
namely word order and ergativity, for both of which 
Iranian languages provide important material that has 
only too often been neglected in the past. For instance, 
Persian is verb-final in the sense that in neutral word 
order the verb occurs at the end of its clause, but in 
terms of most other parameters Persian shows  
values diametrically opposed that one would expect 
in a verb-final language, such as prepositions rather 
than postpositions and the possessor after rather than 
before its possessum. Other Iranian languages provide 
interesting variations on this theme and thus provide  
crucial input into discussions of word order typology. 
With regard to ergativity, Iranian languages show a 
wide range of variation from languages with  
widespread ergativity (treatment of the patient, rather 
than the agent, of a transitive verb like the single  
argument of an intransitive verb) to languages like  
Persian that have lost virtually all traces of the  
phenomenon. Intermediate stages are often  
typologically highly unusual, such as systems where 
the same marking is used for both transitive agent and 
patient but a different marking is used for the single 
intransitive argument, a pattern that poses problems 
for many accounts of ergativity.

In sum, this volume bridges the gap between linguistic 
typology, Iranian languages, and the Persian-speaking 
linguistic readership. It is an important and timely 
work whose publication will be warmly welcomed.
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A technical book in the field of medical mycology that 
covers not only the routine methods of isolation and 
identification,  but also the newest methods in the 
branch of genetics. The colourful macroscopic and mi-
croscopic images, different tables including features of 
fungi and also the methods of making different culture 
media and solutions will help the readers to have a 
useful source.

The Textbook of Sleep Medicine is prepared in scientific 
association with 31expert medical specialist in  
different branches of medicine in 30 chapters. It  
consists of different subjects of basic sciences and  
clinical medicine with different diagnostic approaches 
and treatment methods. 

Cooperation of the clear sighted and expert specialists 
of different majors of medicine such as:   psychiatry, 
neurology, ENT surgery, internal medicine, pediatrics, 
occupational medicine and dentistry proves that sleep 
medicine is a "multi disciplinary" subjects.

In this book it is tried according to the new scientific 
knowledge and in accordance with paying attention to 
the  generousness of the scientific materials a collection 
that could be useful in our clinical daily needs to be  
prepared. Regarding the vast and different subjects of 
the book it may be helpful for the graduated  
medical specialist, residents, medical students and 
related majors.

Laboratory Detection Methods of 
Pathogenic Fungi

Textbook of Sleep Medicine

Author: 
Hassan Yazdanfar- Ali Haji 
Mohammadi
Publisher: Arjmand 
(info@arjmandpub.com)
ISBN: 978-600-200-405-5

256 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Author: 
Dr Mirfarhad Ghalebandi 
With Others
Publisher: Arjmand 
(info@arjmandpub.com)
ISBN: 978-600-200-405-5

664 pages | 16.5 * 23 
hardcover
All rights available.
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Medical Scienes

Fever is a helpful clue to diagnose many diseases. 
Normal human body temperature varies depending 
on physiological and environmental factors. It is called 
fever when core body temperature measured through 
mouth is higher than 37.2 0C   in the morning and 
37.7 0C during other times of the day. Microbial toxins 
or other inflammation mediators cause secretion of 
cytokines by activating macrophages that effects the 
endothelium in the hypothalamus. Increased PGE2 
elevates the temperature set point in the hypothalamus 
by producing more CAMP and causes fever. In most 
cases, precise physical examination and medical history 
reveals the causes of fever. Concurrent symptoms like 
rashes, previous contact with contagious patients and 
surgery should be taken into consideration. In some 
cases, purposeful laboratory tests may be helpful.  
However, if despite presence of fever, diagnosis could 
not be done, the fever can be classified into two  
categories :(FUO, FWLS) and classic examination 
should be continued. Despite the fact that fever has 
beneficial effects on the human body, its etiology should 
be investigated and treated. Besides diagnosis of the 
causes of fever, it is required to use antipyretic drugs in 
some cases like CHF patients for instance.

A Review on Fever in Pediatrics
Author: Asadollah Fathipour
Publisher: Arjmand 
(info@arjmandpub.com)
ISBN: 978-600-200-613-4

129 pages | 14 * 21 
papercover
All rights available.
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Religion

What is the relationship between Holy Quran, the 
highest and the most complete sacred text, and Bible or 
the so-called Torah and Gospel? This is an important, 
engaging and at the same time challenging and  
controversial question. Similarities and differences 
between these two texts and between the two parts 
of Christian Bible, Old Testament and New Testament, 
as well as the status of Jewish Hebrew Bible from the 
viewpoint of the relevant believers are basic questions 
because they deal with the three text-based Abrahamic 
religions. In the long-established field of comparative 
studies and its different approaches, reaching a more 
accurate understanding about the existing  
commentaries basically requires researches that 
exclude presuppositions, common popular judgments, 
and are as objective as possible. In the present book, 
the authors try to explain as much as possible the dif-
ferent aspects of this question, especially from the per-
spective of the history of religions and religious studies 
in The Book I, and introduces in details the  
various parts and expressions and concepts of Holy  
Quran and Bible in The Book II. They also try to  
propose new horizons in the relevant discussions.

Comparative Study of the Quran and 
the Bible

Author: 
Dr Delara Nemati Pirali- Dr 
Leila Houshangi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0154-8

302 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Religion

Following the document and accurate reports sent by 
its spy dispatched to Iran, the czar Russia recognizes 
the method of disuniting in Shi’ism and making cult 
based on the Iranians’ Shiite beliefs; and because 
 Shiism has been a formal religion of Iran, it was 
damaged and there has been many ways for them to 
extort to Iran’s hypogeal resources and to exploit it. 
Thus, they were looking for a prone performer who 
would be able to take over the sedition of shredding 
Shi’ism by making cult in it. Most importantly, he must 
be a leader who obeys the commands forever. For this 
reason, after arriving Giniaz Dalgorki to Russia, they 
dispatched him to the biggest center of theological 
school which was located at the holy shrines in  
Karbala and Najaf in the figure of Shiite clergyman. 
After inspecting the theological school of the holy 
shrines, the said person selected Karbala because of 
Kazem Rashti’s class. Because of having contacts with 
Rashti’s cycle, he realized that Rashti and his pupils 
are the best means for disunion. Consequently, he  
participated in Kazem Rashti’s classes and discussions 
as a pupil. Not only he recognized the master as the 
best election for this rivals Ottoman and England; but 
also he considered Ali Muhammad Shirazi as a good 
performer for the intention. Because he curiously 
realized that his characteristics are the ones that had 
attracted him to Iraq. 

The Russian spy was looking for a person who was 
trying to be superior to the other people in his period 
of time. And thus, through having social intercourse 
with Ali Muhammad Shirazi, he figured out his  
illegitimate asceticism such as the conquest of the sun. 
he realized that Ali Muhammad Shirazi has been  
afflicted by mental derangement because of being 

Sheikism , the Forerunner of Babism
Author: Dr Esmaeil Saebi
Publisher: Rooz Andish 
(roozbook578@gmail.com)
ISBN: 978-600-438-016-4

136 pages | 14 * 21
papercover
All rights available.
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Ancient written documents show that there were old 
religions and faiths in ancient Iran, and moreover, this 
part of the world was the origin of several religions. 
Zoroastrianism, Mithraism, Manichaeism, Zurvanism, 
and Mazdakism were separately discussed in five 
parts of this book. The content of each part follows the 
beliefs and ideas of its author, and the different sizes 
of the five parts points to the various nature of each 
of these religions. Little circles such as Kiyoumarsieh, 
faiths with no written document, non-Iranian religions 
such as Buddhism, Judaism, and Christianity have not 
been covered in this book. The authors try to pave the 
way for more researches by introducing worthy books 
and articles.

The Religions of Ancient Iran
Author: Dr Katayoun 
Mazdapour With Others
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0138-8

589 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

under the hot sun in different cities for hours. He 
concluded that such person will tolerate difficulties to 
gain fame.

     What is certain and acceptable for Sheik’ism is 
this undeniable reality: “Bab has been Rashti’s pupil, 
at first and has learned the Sheik’ism materials and 
problems. After his death, he has claimed for being the 
deputy [Rashti], the fourth pillar ”, because the claim 
for the fourth pillar prefigures the succession of  
Kazem Rashti and it has been effective in attractive 
Sheiki’s; thus Ali Muhammad Shirazi had paid  
attention to this necessity that he invited to the fourth 
pillar in the first phase after Kazem Rashti’s death 
–the chairman of Sheik’ism- because he wanted to 
attract the anxious and diffusive people of Sheik’ism 
toward himself.  For this reason, the researchers
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Religion

This book that is the result of the author's long years of 
researches and scrutinization, aims to study very  
briefly the key problems of the basic layers or the 
substrata of knowledge. Therefore, the first part of the 
book, under the title of "Epistemology", deals with this 
subject. And the second part, under the title of 
"Ontology", supplements the first part and moreover, 
briefly explains it with a focus on causality discussion. 
Certain sections of this concise work can partly an-
swer the problems of Western philosophy and Islamic 
philosophy as well. The last part of the book includes 
References.

Substrata of Knowledge
Author: 
Dr Ahmad Ahmadi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-530-401-8 

222 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.

Diplomatic relations and its principles are rooted in 
the history of international relations. In the meantime, 
Islam has a significant role in qualitative and  
quantitative development of this important. Prophet 
Akram has taken immeasurable measures in this  
regard. Writing and sending letters and sending  
ambassadors to the heads of other countries, and  
especially the great empires of that time, is unique in 
its kind. The manner in which the Prophet of Islam, in 
the field of diplomacy, how to send and receive  
ambassadors, benefits and immunities and ... can  
inspire the explanation of diplomatic rights.

Islam and Diplomatic Law
Author:Mohammadhossein 
Pour Amini
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0097-8

244 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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War and jihad (or fight against the enemies of Islam), 
captive and captivity, slave and slaveholding, have been 
elaborated by details in this book from historical and 
Islamic jurisprudence perspective, and the conclusive 
approach of Islam toward them has been stated here. 
Being the outcome of the author's long years of  
research, this book deals with comprehensive and  
universal discussions on the history of war, captivity, 
slavery, and due to the abolition of slaveholding, it   
includes the history of The Universal Declaration of  
Human Rights and criticizes its advantages and  
disadvantages. The other subjects of the book are as 
follow: The conditions of captives in present time, 
the process of the establishment of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross, and the rights of captives 
in Islam and other schools of thought. The book makes 
a bridge between the past and present discussions 
on captives. The arguments of the book are based on 
multiple sources and references and all the material is 
documented and reasonable. The book includes two 
parts: "War and Jihad", and "Captive and Captivity" that 
concludes with the rights of captives.

Prisoner of War in Islam : 
A Historical-Legal Survey  War, 
Captivity, Slavery

Author: 
Seyed Ali Mirsharifi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-600-02-0322-1

671 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.



Religion

If we define philosophy as a human endeavor for 
rational understanding, the main and essential task 
of that effort is to understand the existence, human 
being, the creatures that are superior or inferior to  
human, and the characteristics of their interaction 
with each other, as well as to provide a rational  
analysis and interpretation about them. Human  
written history shows that man has always tried 
seriously to use religious beliefs and philosophical 
knowledge to find answers for many questions. Both 
religious beliefs and rational knowledge have each 
provided a person with intellectual support in order 
to distinguish the facts from superstitions. A glance 
over the positive or negative impressions of  
religious teachings on the old and modern  
philosophical schools, as well as the impressions of 
philosophical knowledge on our understanding of 
religious beliefs clearly testifies this claim. The range 
of the impressions that are interchanged between  
scientific ideas and natural phenomena in many  
sciences caused so great controversies that the field of 
philosophy - a fully rational knowledge - is considered 
an ecological and ethnical field with different  
attributions. This idea must be verified in a proper 
context, but this book aims to introduce  
Illuminationist Philosophy,  but first of all, it tries to 
describe in what intellectual geography and  
political-social context had Suhrawardi (Shaikh 
al-ʿIshraq; Master of Illumination) grown up. Iden-
tification of the era and intellectual environment of 
Suhrawardi – this famous philosopher - helps philo-
sophical scholars reach more plausible results in the 
verification of his ideas, but in order to reach a more 
authentic outcome, we must first know the nature and 
characteristics of philosophy, and then describe the 
intellectual, political, and social conditions of his age.

Judgments , Epistemology 
and Light System In the
 Illuminationist Philosophy

Author: Dr Mohammad 
Zabihi
Publisher: Samt 
(info@samt.ac.ir)
ISBN: 978-964-530-891-7

362 pages | 16.5 * 23 
papercover
All rights available.
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Field(s): Fundamental Sciences

Hadafnovin
Director: Gholam Heydar Ayoman
Website: hadafnovin.com
Email: hadafnovin@gmail.com
Field(s): Languages learning and 
teaching

Honare Memari Gharn
Director: Shahriyar Khanzadeh
Website: aoa.ir
Email: honarememari@gmail.com
Field(s): Architecture

House of Biology 
Director: Mostafa Pooyan
Website: hbio.ir
Email: info@hbio.ir
Field(s): Biology
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Industrial Research and Training 
Center of Iran 
Director: Mohsen Afzali
Website: irtci.com
Email: info@irtci.com
Field(s): Engineering

Iran University 
Director: Hossein Mohammadi 
Doostdar
Website: iup.ac.ir
Email: pobox@iup.ac.ir
Field(s): General Academics

Jame-e-Negar Publishing House 
(JPH) 
Director: Morteza Zeinali
Website: jph.ir
Email: info@jph.ir
Field(s): Medicine and Nursing, 
Allied Health

Ketabe Aban
Director: Kaveh Alinaghi
Website: abanbook.com
Email: info@abanbook.com
Field(s): Architecture

Ketabe Arad
Director: Behnam Fallahtarighi
Website: aradbook.com
Email: arad-bfl@yahoo.com
Field(s): Engineering

Ketabe Arjmand
Director: Mohsen Arjmand
Website: arjmandpub.com
Email: info@arjmandpub.com
Field(s): Medical Sciences

Ketabe Daneshgahi
Director: Masoud Paidar
Website: ketabedaneshgahi.com
Email: ketabedaneshgahi@gmail.com
Field(s): Engineering, Basic 
Sciences, Management

Khorsandy
Director: Hadi Tale Khorsand
Website: khorsandypub.com
Email: khorsandy.pub@gmail.com
Field(s): Law, Political Sciences, 
Jurisprudence
Kian Academic Publication
Director: Kamelia Tajamoli 

Mohaddes
Website: kianpub.com
Email: info@kianpub.com
Field(s): General Academics, 
Engineering

Mahkame 
Director: Rahele Ghanbari
Website: mahkameh.com
Email: en_mahkame@yahoo.com
Field(s): Tourisme and Hospitality

Majd 
Director: Seyed Abbas Hosseini Nik
Website: majdlaw.ir
Email: majdlaw1@yahoo.com
Field(s): Law

Marlik 
Director: Hossein Mohseni
Website: marlikart.ir
Email: marlikartbook@yahoo.com
Field(s): Architecture

Mehraban
Director: Abdol Jalili Rad 
Website: MehrabanPub.com
Email: Mehraban_Book@yahoo.com
Field(s): General Academics

Milan Afzar 
Director: Alireza Milani Zadeh 
Website: Milan-Afzar.ir
Email: Milan_afzar@yahoo.com
Field(s): Science and Technology
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Mirbook 
Director: Mansoor Mirzaei Ghomi
Website: mirbook.ir
Email: Mirbookpub@gmail.com
Field (s): Medical Sciences

Mobtakeran
Director: Yahya Dehghani
Website: mobtakeran.com
Email: m.ansari@mobtakeran.com
Field(s): Fundamental Sciences

Modern Technologies Think Tank 
(MTTT)
Director: Reza Aslani
Website: aeropub.ir
Email: reza@aeropub.ir  
Field(s): Aerospace Engineering, 
Aviation, Aeronautics, Astronomy, 
Mechanical Engineering, Technology 
Promotion, High Technology

Noavar Publications
Director: Hamid Reza Nasirnia
Website: noavarpub.com
Email: noavar33@yahoo.com
Field (s): Engineering 

Negarande Danesh
Director: Ali Kalantari
Website: negarandedanesh.com
Email: info@negarandedanesh.com
Field(s): Engineering

Nezamolmolk 
Director: Shahrzad Mohammad Zadeh 
Azarpour
Website: nezamolmolk.com
Email: shahrzadazarpour@gmail.com
Field(s): Art

Noorbakhsh 
Director: Jalal Saberi Shakib
Email: jalalshakib@yahoo.com
Field(s): Animal Sciences

Nopardazan
Director: Shahrouz Gahvareh
Website: ketabiran.ir
Email: ketabiran.fm@gmail.com
Field(s): Engineering

Olomrayaneh
Director: Einollah Jafarnejad Ghomi
Website: olomrayaneh.net
Email: jghomim@gmail.com
Field(s): Computer Engineering, Infor-
mation Technology 
Engineering, Management, 
Sciences, Power Engineering

Oloume daneshgahi
Director: 
Mohammadtaghi Erfanpour
Email: erfan6568@gmail.com
Field(s): Fundamental Sciences

Omid Enghelab 
Director: Ali & Mehdi Touranian
Email: 
nashr.omidenghelab@yahoo.com 
Field(s): Engineering, Basic 
Sciences, Management

Rasa
Director: Mohammadreza Najian Asl
Website: rasabook.ir
Email: rasabooks@yahoo.com
Field(s): Humanities

Roshana House 
Director: Ramin Taban
Website: roshanapub.ir
Email: info@roshanapub.ir
Field(s): Technical Books (Civil, Archi-
tecture, HVAC & Electrical)

RoshanKetab Medical
Director: Yazdan Roshanaei
Website: roshanketab.com
Email: info@roshanketab.com
Field(s): Medical Sciences
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Royanpazhouh Publication
Director: Seyed Amin Emamizadeh
Website: RPpub.ir
Email: RoyanPazhouh@gmail.com
Field (s): Scientific Dentistry Resources 

Pajooheshgah Sanaat Naft
Director: Seyed Mohammad Moshefi
Website: ripi.ir
Email: nashr@rifi.ir
Field(s): Engineering

Saffar 
Director: Amir Danesh Eshraghi
Website: saffarpublishing.ir
Email: Info@saffarpublishing.ir
Field(s): Computer Science, Funda-
mental Sciences, Technical Enginner-
ing, Management

Sayehsokhan 
Director: Hassan Malekian
Website: sayehsokhan.com
Email: sayehsokhan@gmail.com
Field(s): Psychology

Shabahang
Director: Kazem Ahmadzadeh
Website: shabahangbook.com
Email: info@shabahangbook.com
Field(s): Engineering

Shahrab 
Director: Aliakbar Touranian
Email: shahrabco@yahoo.com
Field(s): Medical Sciences

Sharif Industrial Unversity 
Director: Mohammadmehdi 
Rohanimashhadi
Website: sina.sharif.ir
Email: publication@mehr.sharif.edu
Field(s): Engineering

Simaye Danesh
Director: Seyed Mojtaba Taleghani
Website: simayedanesh.ir
Email: simaye.danesh@yahoo.com
Field(s): Management
Tabalvor-E-Danesh
Director: Azimeh Estarabadi
Website: DLMgroup.ir
Email: info@dlmgroup.ir
Field(s): General Academics,  Manage-
ment, Psychology,  
Accounting

Tarrah
Director: Abdollah Valinejad
Website: tarrah-shop.com
Email: info@tarrah-pub.ir
Field(s): Engineering

Tehran University
Director: Hassan Sereshti
Website: press.ut.ac.ir
Email: press.ent@ut.ac.ir
Field(s): Engineering

Teimourzadeh 
Director: Farhad Teimourzadeh
Website: teimourzadeh.com 
Email: info@teimourzadeh.com 
  teimourzadehpub@gmail.com
Field(s): Medical Sciences

Termeh 
Director: Abbas Ghamgosar Abatari
Website: termehbook.ir
Email: termeh_pub@yahoo.com
Field(s): General Academics, 
Accounting, Mathematics, 
Management, Economy, Exchange 
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The Organization for Researching and 
Composing University Textbooks in 
the Humanities (SAMT)
Director: Dr. Ahmad Ahmadi
Website: samt.ac.ir
Email: info@samt.ac.ir
Field(s): provides scientific 
resources in Humanities by 
organizing research, compiling and 
translating university 
textbooks.

Tofigh Danesh
Director: Hoshang Tofighi
Email: pub@bahar.ac.ir
Field(s): Education

Virayesh
Director: Seyed Saeid Mirjalili
Website: virayeshpub.com
Email: virayeshpub@yahoo.com
Field(s): Humanities

Yazdan Roshanaei
Website: roshanketab.com
Email: roshanketab@gmail.com
Field(s): Medical Sciences


